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Intro: [Em7 | A | D | Bm (g)(f#) | Em7 | A | D | Bm (g)] 
 

There I was [Em7] thinking like a man on the [A] run  
[D] Feeling like one under the [Bm] gun 
[Em7] Driving to find someplace [A] nice       
[D] Weaving through my [Bm] days and my nights 
Then I [G] saw her up a[A]head   
A [F#] match in hand she jumped right [Bm] in 
She [Em7] sat I asked her [A] sign   
She said [D] (I'm a dead end but I'm [B] feeling fine) 
 

Chorus: (A[G]head!) A[A]head! (Dip the [D] needle in [Bm] red 
leave [G] lively a [A] town that’d [D] leave you for dead) 
[G] hard on the gas  (get them wheels to turn) 
[A] all in outta town  (cross the bridge and burn) 

 

Fill: [Em7 | A | D | Bm (g)] 
 

So I'm [Em7] driving with this girl, she's for [A] me 
She's my [D] dead end  (He’s my [Bm] one way street) 
And up a[Em7]head?  (No out[A]let)  
[D] so hold on tight  (buckle your [Bm] belt) 
[G] Driving is such a [A] thrill when the  
[F#] woman with you sets your [Bm] skin to chills 
To the [Em7] right she spotted the [A] sign …she read 
[D] (Nowheresville 100 [Bm] miles) 
 

Bridge: [A] and then she said, (That's where I wanna be  
[G] That's the place this [D] girl can be free 
[A] Full speed alive ahead  
we’re gonna [G] make it there be[A]fore sunset)  
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Chorus: A[G]head! (A[A]head!) Dip the [D] needle in [Bm] red 
(leave [G] lively a [A] town that’d [D] leave us for dead) 
[G] hard on the gas (get them wheels to turn) 
[A] all in outta town (cross the bridge and burn) 

 

Fill: [Em7 | A | D | Bm (g)(f#) | Em7 | A | D | Bm] 
 

Release: We’re [G] driving a[A]way on a [D] wheel and a [Bm] prayer 
(Where [G] we wanna [A] go no [D] wings can go there) 
[G] driving our [A] way… (four [D] wheels and a prayer ) 
[G] Losing our [A] past in the [Em7] baggage we [A] share  
[D | Bm | Em7 | A | D | Bm] 
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